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Bakery: La Maison Navarre

“Peace, Love, Burgers” is Lexie’s philosophy. I love Lexie’s burgers and am even
more satisfied when I see the restaurant’s prices. Burger patties are offered in beef, “cluck”
(ground chicken), and the “beanie” (a vegetarian bean patty, as the name suggests). Lexie’s also has the best fries I’ve ever tried. The truffle fries are a personal favorite and nothing can beat their fried pickles, which are $3 for a “boat load.” My burger of choice is the
“Wild-Things,” which comes with bacon, Muenster cheese, tomatoes, Sriracha aioli and
avocado. The specials at Lexie’s change daily, and the establishment also offers amazing
milkshakes to pair with your burger. Stop by Lexie’s on 212 Islington St. and I promise
you won’t regret it.

Experience a taste of France at La Maison Navarre in downtown Portsmouth. The
shop at 121 Congress St. offers freshly baked pastries in a modern atmosphere. The macarons are a definite must-try, available in 18 different flavors ranging from pistachio, salted
caramel and coconut, to traditional flavors like chocolate and vanilla. The café/bakery
also makes macarons with ice cream filling, for which the flavors change daily. Other
menu items include sweet and savory crepes, freshly made bread, sandwiches and weekly
soups. Also, if you’re 21 or older there is a wide selection of wine to choose from.

Clothing store: Summer Sessions Surf Shop

Established in 2005 and located on 601 Islington St., just outside of downtown Portsmouth, White Heron Tea & Coffee offers customers its own brand of organic teas, coffee, snacks and a breakfast/lunch menu. The store’s selections of baked-goods vary from
day-to-day, and it also offers a variety of vegan options, but my personal favorite are the
scones.

Restaurant: Moxy
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Coffee: White Heron Tea & Coffee
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Affordable eatery: Lexie’s Joint

Located in the Vaughn Mall Courtyard, Summer Sessions offers modern clothing
for both men and women. Founded in 2002, Summer Sessions has been bringing surfer
fashion to New Hampshire’s seacoast ever since. Free People, Vans, Obey, Hurley and
Ray-Ban are just some of the many brands the store carries.
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Unique boutique: Ganesh Imports Inc.

Moxy is a modern American tapas restaurant with the best whoopie pie sliders
(served with chocolate dipping sauce) you will ever eat. Located at 106 Penhallow St., it’s
a perfect date restaurant, or a place to share unique dishes with a loved one. Some popular
menu items include fried pickle chips, chili pepper cornbread, beef short rib marmalade
and fried clams. Moxy puts a contemporary twist on traditional New England cuisine that
will have you craving more.

Sushi: Shio
Shio is a Japanese restaurant located on 2454 Lafayette Road., minutes away from
downtown. Because of its location, Shio sees a lot more locals than tourists, but the assortment of sushi it offers makes Shio’s sushi bar loved by many. Traditional sushi, sashimi and Maki rolls are all served in the restaurant. Shio offers customers regular or sushi
bar seating, or the ever-popular Tatami rooms. My personal favorite of Shio’s sushi is
the “Crazy Roll,” which is shrimp tempura, avocado and spicy mayonnaise, topped with
tobiko, which are as tiny fish eggs. The presentation of the sushi is always beautiful and
the staff is sweet and accommodating.

Entertainment: Bull Moose
If you’re looking for affordable entertainment, whether it’s via classic movies, CDs
or records, Bull Moose is worth a visit. Established in 1996 and located on Congress
Street, Bull Moose offers a wide range of movies in all genres as well as new and preowned entertainment for whatever your taste and budget is.

From clothing and jewelry to home decor such as tapestries, oils, incense and dream
catchers, Ganesh Imports at 57 Market St. offers customers fun bohemian fashion and
great gift ideas. It’s an awesome store, whether you’re simply searching for new earrings,
a purse or room decorations. I especially love their sterling silver rings, which are incredibly unique and affordable.

Pub: Book & Bar
Like the name suggests, the Portsmouth Book & Bar is a bookshop and bar, all in
one. Located at 40 Pleasant St., the Book & Bar offers coffee, beer, food and live entertainment. The bar is located in a restored historic building from the 1860s, and its menu
includes breakfast, lighter bites, sandwiches and desserts. All of the books have been
pre-owned, but are in great condition. Often times I go in just to browse the selection, as
it is constantly expanding.

Stationary: Gus & Ruby Letterpress
Gus & Ruby is the cutest little stationary store, making for great gifts for loved ones
or a stationary haul for back-to-school season. The selection of greeting cards is lovely,
and aside from agenda books, notepads and calendars, there is also a wide variety of
decorations such as paintings, mugs and jewelry holders.
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The History of

THE University of
FUN FACTs:

During the first year ezekiel Dimond was
the only full-time college faculty member.
Only two of the first year students returned for the second term.

An early recruiting poster showing all the buildings of New Hampshire College
at Hanover.
The University of New Hampshire was originally
known as the New Hampshire College of Agriculture
and the Mechanic Arts.

1890

The campus in 1906 (from Thompson Ha
the dairy barn, greenhouses and Morrill
railroad tracks.

1856

1868

Benjamin Thompson of Durham wrote his
will in 1856. In his will he wrote about the education of young people from the farms. Benjamin
Thompson was a successful farmer and business
man and accumulated a considerable fortune before his death. In his original will he wrote for the
school to to offer only an agricultural education.

New Hampshire College was scheduled
to open on Sept. 4. Ezekiel Dimond arrived in
Hanover, the original location of the University.

New Hampshire
moved to Durha

Tuition had been set at $15 for each of the
two terms. There were 12 scholarships, one for
each senatorial district. Because of the abundance of scholarships, the treasurer’s report for
the year showed a $15 dollar income from tuition paid by one out-of-state student.
Benjamin
Thompson of
Durham.

1914

1910

Ben Thompson
died Jan. 30.

Construction begins on Thompson Hall

1917

A class in quantitative chemistry,
Conant Hall

1918

Enrollment increased rap
607 students registered in 191
5 years.

A total of 332 students, about 90 percent of those enrolled that term, petitioned to increase the tuition by $6 a
year. The money would go to a fund to support the department of physical education. The trustees believed that this
increase would not serve the welfare of the students and
turned it down. The following October they agreed to hire a
full time athletic director if the money could be found.
The money was found and William H.
“Butch” Cowell was hired. Cowell arrived
during the summer and had 12 men out for
football practice a week and a half before college opened.

1961

The university installs its own digital computer
in December.

1967

The New Hampshire, Vol. 4, No. 10
(Dec 4, 1914)

1978

With the help of Jere Chase,
President John McConnell establishes an “extension” of the university with a branch in Manchester.
In only one year, enrollment at the
experimental initiative jumps from
880 students in 1967, to 1,062 students in 1968.

The concrete division poses with its instructor Sam
Craig (in white shirt).

1978: In-state tuition is
raised from $1,000 to $1,150.

1982
A group of students and faculty committed to gender equality
in terms of salary and hiring equality at UNH, as well as making the
campus safe for everyone, preventing rape and comforting survivors
of assault on campus, adopts the
name Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program, or SHARPP.

1991

The university establishes an
Office of Multicultural Affairs to
offer academic and leadership advice to minority students.
The New
Hampshire,
Vol. 53, No.
12 (Jan. 16,
1964)
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1911

all) showing
Hall across the

0

College
am.

l 1892.

Posing for a recruiting brochure, this couple is said to
symbolize the golden postwar years.

1904

1912

The junior class talked of publishing
a yearbook which did not work out. the
New Hampshire College Monthly carried
photographs and brief biographies of the
seniors. The first issue of the Granite was
published four years later by the class of
1909.

Efforts were made to establish hockey
as an intercollegiate sport, but in five years
only three games were played.
The New Hampshire Vol. 1 No. 1 (Sept 20 1911)

Faculty aided athletics when they voted to
schedule no classes after 3:30 p.m. to give the football team more time to practice.

In 1911 The New Hampshire College Monthly was replaced by a 4 page weekly paper.

1917 football lineup in front of the gymnasium.

pidly in the postwar years. The
18-19 doubled to 1,230 within

In the spring of 1917,
baseball schedule had been
cancelled and all formal social
activities ruled out. All classes
were cancelled for the week folowing spring vacation. During
his “preparedness week” cadets
drilled seven or eight hours a
day. Seniors and other men not
n the Cadet Corps did practice
work and wrote papers on war
opics.

1995

A new hockey arena opens on November
10 and is dedicated to donor Frederick Whittemore. The rink was one of the biggest additions
to the $30 million renovated recreational facility that opened the month before.
The renovation of the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) is completed, with the addition adding the campus bookstore, mailbox
area, two MUB theaters, two lounges, campus
living rooms, 13 updated conference rooms
and new eating areas.

1926

The New Hampshire; volume 1
number 1 and was dated
September 20, 1911.

1940

1959

The original Wildcat mascot, Mazie, and
its keeper.

President Eldon Johnson successfully convinced trustIn the shadow of WWII, the faculty par- ees to construct the Whittemore School of Business and
ticipated in the registration of male students 21 Economics, named after trustee Laurence Whittemore, a
wealthy supporter of UNH.
to 36 years of age for selective service.

The student body
adopted the Wildcat
as the official mascot
of the University of
New Hampshire.
The New
Hampshire,
Vol. 18, No.
12 (Jan 12,
1928)

The New Hampshire Vol. 30
Issue No. 23

2000

The first annual Undergraduate Research Conference is held.

The New Hampshire, Vol. 39,
No. 15 (Jan. 19,1950)

The New Hampshire Vol.
65 No. 42 (Apr. 18 1975)
The top photo caption of
students laying outside
reads, “Spring fever has
many symptoms- this
seems to be the most
popular cure.”

The New Hampshire, Vol. 50, No.
2 (Feb. 18, 1960). Front page
story reads “UNH alumnus
Charles E. Stillings donates
$228,000 for scholarships.”

A special thanks to the
UNH Digital Archives
collection. We at TNH appreciate your hard work in
scanning all of the papers
for digital access.
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By RAOUL BIRON
STAFF WRITER

Over half of Durham’s population is between the ages of 18
and 25, which is a key demographic among concertgoers. Yet,
there isn’t a single specialized music venue in town.
Sure, there are sporadic
shows in the Memorial Union
Building (MUB), a regular openmic at the Freedom Café and the
occasional guitarist squeezed into
the corner of one of the downtown
bars, but as the Seacoast music
scene grows, Durham’s musicians
and audiences in search of a show
are largely ﬁnding themselves in a
basement or on a bus out of town.
“Unfortunately the music
scene is lacking on campus, so we
promote our album by sending it
to venues and telling friends,” said
Mark DelGrosso, a UNH junior
and member of the Durham-based
band Barefoot Young.
“The only gigs in Durham would probably be university functions or Solarfest-type
things,” Durham-based drummer
Jake Smith said.
Local musicians and audiences can ﬁnd a diverse and wellrepresented music scene in Dover,
Portsmouth and Newmarket.
“I’d say for me personally,
there are three venues that stand
out in the Seacoast as favorites
to both play and view music. The

Press Room in Portsmouth, the
Stone Church in Newmarket and
Fury’s Publick House in Dover,”
Harsh Armadillo member Max
Harris said.
According to Harris, each
venue is unique in the variety
of different crowds and bands it
caters to.
“Playing at any of these
venues, we feel like part of the
family for the night,” Harris
said. “They welcome us into
their respective establishments
and treat us with kindness and
respect, and just generally make
sure we are taken care of.”
Smith and Stefán Trogisch,
who plays with the local band
The Trichomes, both noted the
retroﬁtted Stone Church, and
the Press Room as their favorite
spots to play in the region.
“Each room and town seems
to have a distinct and attentive
audience that is interested in
hearing - and this is important original music,” Harris said.
“There is a market in each
place for a band to go and perform their own compositions,
not just to go regurgitate the
same old covers for the same
crowd every night,” Harris continued. “Without an interested
populace, so much of the diversity in music we take for granted
would die in the basements and
bedrooms of the creative musical
minds we are fortunate to be sur-

rounded by.”
Despite this relatively wide
array of music venues in the region, most remain largely inaccessible to those under the age of
21 –a signiﬁcant percentage of
UNH’s student population.
Trogisch, who’s been active
in the Seacoast music scene for
six years, sees potential opportunities for bands farther off the
beaten path.
“Durham just has so many
people that if you get one percent of the school population
anywhere, it’s a sold-out show,”
Trogisch said. “The fact that
there are not many shows makes
people go and get more excited.”
Though he once had plans
to start a venue in Durham, Trogisch decided to get a house instead. “I can get almost any band
to play a house show, it’s basically a guarantee that people will
rock out to your band,” he said.
Up-and-coming bands like
Barefoot Young have relied
heavily on crowded basements
and college parties for gaining
initial exposure.
“Venues are cool and it’s
nice getting paid, but I’ve had
nights at a house show where the
energy just takes you somewhere
that venues don’t always take
you,” Delgrosso said. “Some
of my best times while playing were at a house on Faculty
Road.”

The New Hampshire
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(Top) From the left, Ian Howard
and Ben Taylor play at the
Thirsty Moose in Portsmouth
with their band Barefoot
Young. (Bottom) Members of
the band Harsh Armadillo play
at Stone Church. (Right) Mark
Delgrosso plays guitar for the
band Barefoot Young during
a performance at the Thirsty
Moose.
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By GABRIELLE LAMONTAGNE
STAFF WRITER

The Players’ Ring
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Prescott Park

During the warm months between June and October, Prescott Park hosts many outdoor events, by the docks in Portsmouth. The annual Prescott Park Arts Festival is popular
among locals and features a professionally directed and managed performance, often the
Broadway-style version of a Disney movie. Performed on a stage stationed at the park’s
center, the yearly play is put on free of charge with an optional donation for admission.
The festival is very kid-friendly. Times and dates for various events are available on
Prescott Park’s website.

Located along the gated edge of Prescott Park and across from the Strawberry Banke
Museum parking lot is the historic little theatre called the Players’ Ring. Year-round they
host a variety of original and oldie-but-goodie plays, including some day-time or early
evening shows that are kid-friendly. However, the best shows fall under the late-night
slots ––often frightening, subtly creepy or filled with intense drama. The late showings
are not intended for children, but are enjoyable for adults. Discover show times and reserve tickets at the Players’ Ring’s website. Though general admission seating, is limited.

The Music Hall

COURTESYPHOTO
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The Seacoast Repertory Theatre

At the Bow Street hill’s peak by Portsmouth’s waterfront, this well air-conditioned
theatre holds mostly Broadway musicals and other well-known performances, which
are,rofessionally directed. A few novelty, local shows are hosted here, such as “Dorks in
Dungeons,” which performs once a month; and Let’s “B” Reel, which shows old movies
on a projector screen. Kid-friendly shows are performed during the day, often starring attendees of the PAPA children’s theatre summer camp.

Located in downtown Portsmouth, the Music Hall is a fancy and historic venue. It
hosts mostly musical and dance performances during the summer, as well as some movie
showings. The Loft, located elsewhere downtown, is a Music Hall affiliate dedicated to
showing movies.

The Star Theatre

COURTESYPHOTO

Hackmatack Playhouse

COURTESYPHOTO

The Star Theatre in Kittery, Maine, is home of Patrick Dorrow Productions (PDP).
Attached to the town hall/community center, the theatre holds many kid-friendly teen
productions, as well as a few adult shows.

Rochester Opera House

There are plenty of other theatre locales in the
surrounding areas, such as the Ogunquit Playhouse and the Leddy Center for the Performing
Arts, both of which tend toward professionalism.
there is absolutely something for everyone, as
long as you look in all the right places!

COURTESYPHOTO

This playhouse in Berwick, Maine, is so charming it’s worth the drive. Inside of a
renovated barn, the Hackmatack Playhouse invites visitors with its rural atmosphere. A
concession stand offers homemade snacks, like slices of pie. The seating is usually limited general admission.

This quaint, historic building hosts many community events, the majority of which involve theater. Summer camps for children are held here as well as familyfriendly shows, adult shows, dance company recitals, live musical performances and comedians. Depending on the event, the seating is assigned or general admission, and there
is plenty of it, as balcony seating is above the main floor.
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By MADISON NEARY
STAFF WRITER

The Waysmeet Center
Waysmeet’s food pantry, Cornucopia, needs help Tuesdays and Fridays throughout the summer, collecting, unloading and organizing donated food. Volunteers are wanted for Tuesdays anytime between 10 a.m.5:30 p.m., and Fridays from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. Their Food Rescue program needs volunteers available to collect
food from businesses in Durham at any time during weekdays all summer. Help is also needed for cutting
the center’s grass and harvesting its garden, with those times being flexible. Gleaning (gathering excess food
from farms) volunteers are wanted to gather food to bring back to Waysmeet, with those times also flexible.
For more information regarding all Waysmeet volunteer opportunities, contact Larry Brickner-Wood at larry.
brickner-wood@unh.edu or 603-851-1165.

Building houses with Habitat for Humanity
Volunteer in Farmington and Rochester, (about 20 minutes from
Durham) to build houses with Habitat for Humanity on Thursdays and
Saturdays throughout the summer from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. For more information regarding the program, call the organization at 603-433-9555 or
affiliatemanager@senhabitat.org.

Echo Thrift Shop

Echo Thrift Shop, an economic and environmentally friendly thrift
store, located in the Community Church of Durham (17 Main St.), is
looking for weekly volunteers all through the summer. Help is needed
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and Saturdays from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Volunteers get 50 percent off everything at the shop. For
more information contact Heidi Chase at hchase@friendsinactionnh.
org.

Durham Parks and Recreation Department
Parks and Rec. puts on events all through the summer and welcomes help from volunteers. For updated event information visit the department website or contact Parks and Rec. director Rachel Gasowski
at 603-817-4074.

Wildcat Sendoff Lobster Bake
On Saturday, May 14, 15-20 volunteers are needed for the senior
class lobster bake located on Boulder Field in Durham. More information is available on the event’s UNH Connect page.

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@THENEWHAMPSHIRE
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A proactive adventure

A

ny way you look
at it, summer is
a pretty phenomenal time of the
year. The weather
is warmer, it stays light outside
later and we New Englanders
can ditch our heavy winter coats
for some lighter attire. When you
think back on your childhood
summer vacations, memories of
swimming, watching ﬁreworks
and maybe taking sports lessons
or going to camp might come to
mind. Now that you’re older, even
though summertime probably still
has an exciting connotation to it,
chances are it’s not as carefree as
it once was.
More likely than not, days
of your summer months are consumed by working, taking classes
or doing an internship instead of
just chilling out for three months
straight. But guess what? At this
point in your life, that’s how it
should be. Summer is a great time

to get ahead with credits or start a
new job or internship that might
help you forge a path toward your
future career. It’s three months to
make some extra money or plan
for the school or work year ahead.
However, the staff of The New
Hampshire would like to remind
you that it’s also a great time to
take a break and treat yourself to
some hard-earned leisure time.
Whether it’s through camping, hiking, traveling, going to an
amusement park or maybe even
just reading a book you’ve had
your eye on, we want to encourage our readers to get active and
have some fun during summer
2016. You’ll never be this young
again; don’t spend all of your
days off sitting inside watching
Netﬂix.
If you’re living in the Durham area and unsure of where to
go or what to do over the course
of the next few months, this issue
is chock-full of suggestions you

can try. If you’re in the mood for
some outdoor adventures, luckily New Hampshire is one of
the most beautiful places in the
country to explore nature. Take
advantage of it.
For swimming suggestions,
check out Colleen Irvine’s picks
for the best swimming spots
around the UNH campus on page
15. If you don’t have a ton of cash
to spend on your time off, you can
read Alex LaRosa’s account of
his day without spending money
on page 14. Or, if you aren’t on
a strict budget, you should try
out some of Zerina Bajramovic’s
Portsmouth picks for shopping
and eating on page 2.
No matter what you do
though, try to make good use of
the time you have, Wildcats. You
can watch T.V. or stare at your
smartphone at any other time of
the year, so seize the day, be safe
and make us proud. We’ll see you
in August for the freshman issue.
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 Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words. Type
them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number. Faculty and
staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132 in the MUB, email
them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or
its staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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What to do in the Seacoast without spending a cent
By Alex LaRoza
Staff writer

Although the Seacoast is
home to many societal elites, fun
can still be found for those who
want to save money, are broke or
are out of work. I fall under the latter category. While I’m in college
full time, I’m also unemployed,
so I can relate to the struggle of
having little to no spending money. I therefore recently decided to
explore my options for free summer entertainment, and the results
were wonderful, stressful and interesting.
I began my explorations by
taking a trek to College Woods,
where I sat on the nearest bench
and journaled about what would
eventually become this article.
College Woods is a place that
can be enjoyed without spending money. You can draw, read
a book, meditate on all the problems in your life or get stressed
out over schoolwork. Just being
outside in the beautiful weather
gave me a sense of peace and motivation that I personally wouldn’t
have gotten indoors.
Afterwards I sat down for a
while on Thompson Hall (T-Hall)
lawn, and took a few photos.
Completely at peace and soaking
in sunlight, I felt a contrast to my
usual weekday morning, sunken-eyed, cup-of-coffee-or-twoin-hand fatigue. There were no
clocks (save the bell tower of T-

Hall), to remind me of impending
deadlines. I wished I had my dog
next to me, keeping me company
while I temporarily forgot about
schoolwork, GPA, loneliness and
all other stresses. To worry would
have corrupted the beauty of the
moment.
Next I went to the Waysmeet
Center to inquire after summer
volunteer opportunities for students. Waysmeet is also a community center, with drum circles
and dinners held at the beginning
of each month. Getting involved
at Waysmeet could be a fun way
to help others without spending
money.
Following my Waysmeet visit, I took a bus to Market Square
in downtown Portsmouth, where I
spent an hour walking around, not
spending a cent. I spoke to a lot
of dogs and saw a lot of people.
I browsed stores with shelves full
of cool merchandise I couldn’t afford. I particularly enjoyed visiting the public library, where anyone can read books for free.
Later I stopped to rest by the
harbor near the Old Ferry Landing restaurant. The smell of seafood filled me with desire, and I
imagined how wonderful it would
feel to go for a swim in the river.
My phone battery eventually
died, leaving me without technology for the day’s remainder.
While I waited for the next bus to
arrive, I perched on a street corner
and whipped out my journal and a

snack. I observed the casual passers-by and wondered if survival
and happiness are achievable
without money. Waiting for a bus
in Market Square, without music
or company, where there is a noticeable lack of public restrooms
(thank goodness I missed my afternoon cup of coffee), could I
possibly achieve the same peace
of mind I felt in College Woods?
Phoneless and broke, I sat
watching people and cars go by
and struck up conversations with
other people waiting for a Dover
bus. Made uncomfortable by loneliness and boredom, I spent the
next hour counting cars waiting
for the Wildcat Transit’s arrival.
I craved food and another coffee,
but kept my resolve not to spend
money, and instead remained in
the cold, watching street performers serenade pedestrians.
Reflecting on my adventure
during the bus ride back to Durham, I thought about how traveling without money forces one
to consider alternative activities.
Spending solitary time in nature
was more fulfilling to me than
going shopping. When my phone
died, I felt a sense of security
stripped away, and realized how
attached people are to material
possessions, myself included. To
have fun on the Seacoast without
spending money, I recommend
spending time in nature, relaxing,
reflecting and enjoying the simpler moments.

Alex LaRoza/Staff

(Above) Market Square in downtown Portsmouth offers many
places to walk and explore. (Left) Thompson Hall lawn is an ideal
place for students to relax and lay on the grass.

TNHDIGITAL.COM

HAVE A GREAT
SUMMER

WILDCATS!

Store Clerk
Part-time summer store clerk
wanted at a family friendly
campground. Weekends only.
Approximately 10-15 hours per
weekend. Located 5 minutes
from campus in Lee. Must have
own vehicle.
Email Ferndaleacres@gmail.com
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COLLEEN IRVINE\STAFF

Jenness State Beach is located in Rye, a short 25 minutes from campus.

Water Country, Portsmouth

By COLLEEN IRVINE
STAFF WRITER

Summer is one of the best seasons to be in New Hampshire, as the weather allows
for plenty of time to explore the immense amount of natural beauty the state has to offer.
Luckily, the seacoast has plenty of great swimming holes where you can go enjoy the
warmth of the season, as well as revel in New Hampshire’s beauty.

Though this location isn’t exactly a natural swimming spot, Water Country is one
of Portsmouth’s biggest water-based attractions. As New England’s largest water park,
Water Country welcomes kids and adults alike. Day or season passes can be purchased
and parking is available on site. This place is fun for the whole family, and all your
friends too.

Jenness State Beach, Rye

Mendums Pond, Barrington

Jenness State Beach provides the classic beach experience. Only 25 minutes away
from UNH, this beach has the feel of a private establishment without all the restrictions.
Though parking is limited, the beach makes up for it with awesome waves and a close
proximity to ice cream parlors and restaurants in the area.

Owned by UNH, this pond is the perfect place to go for a day of summer fun. Day
passes are only $6 for adults and canoe, kayak and paddleboard rentals are available for a
mere $5/hour. Located only 15 minutes from campus, Mendums is a great place to avoid
the chaos of a beach, but still be able to do fun summer activities.

Wiswall Bridge, Durham

Hampton Beach, Hampton

This spot is only 10 minutes from UNH, and is a popular attraction for younger
adults looking for a little bit of a thrill. Due to its hidden location, this swimming hole
attracts mostly locals and is a great, low-key place to swim. Most visitors try their luck at
jumping off the bridge. If you’re a thrill seeker, be safe and jump at your own risk.

Hampton Beach is the ideal destination for those seeking more than just a swim
spot. Complete with a boardwalk, this beach has famous restaurants, arcades, stores and
a casino for entertainment. It has a huge shoreline where beach-goers swim and soak up
sun and is only 35 minutes from campus.

MAKE SUMMER COUNT!
FOR A FRACTION OF THE COST

At MassBay Community College, you can earn college credits
that transfer back to the University of New Hampshire.
At $184 per credit for Massachusetts residents, you will
spend less money getting ahead.
Summer Session I - Runs from May 23–July 1
Summer Session II - Runs from May 23–July 29
Summer Session III - Runs from July 11–August 19

START HERE. GO ANYWHERE.
WWW.MASSBAY.EDU
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The Juicery squeezes into downtown Durham

Allison Bellucci/Staff

(Left) Alex Vandermark stands inside the Durham Juicery which will open in mid-May. (Right) Two bars sold in The Juciery made at the Pease Tradeport Juicery Kitchen.
By ALLISON BELLUCCI
Executive Editor

Portsmouth High School
graduate and young entrepreneur
Alex Vandermark is bringing
his fresh product to downtown
Durham. The Juicery, a nutrientdense juice bar, and the Soupery,
a made-from-scratch soup shop,
are two of Vandermark’s businesses opening in the newly
built space next to Campus Convenience (CampCo) on Main
Street.
Using all of his savings and
a credit card loan, Vandermark
bought the Juicery in 2008. The
store was originally a 100 square
foot taxi stand in the heart of
downtown Portsmouth. He never
dreamed that eight years later he
would have three businesses; The
Juicery, The Soupery and Maine
Squeeze in nine locations scattered around New Hampshire,
Maine and Boston. Vandermark’s

newest Juicery location will open
mid-May in downtown Durham.
Vandermark had big aspirations for The Juicery but never
dreamed how quickly it would
grow in such a short amount of
time. With a marketing degree
from Stetson University in Florida, Vandermark couldn’t find a
job in his field when he graduated so he temporarily took a job
working at the Wentworth by the
Sea in Newcastle as a valet. His
life changed when he decided to
look into buying a business of his
own. He started by looking on
Craig’s List.
“I was sort of naïve, looking at landscaping businesses
and other things like that,” Vandermark said. “And then, voila;
‘The Juicery: For Sale;’ I was
24-years-old and the guy wanted
$50,000, but still, $50,000 if you
imagine it now is nothing for a
business really.”
Vandermark negotiated the

price down to below half the previous owner’s original asking price,
and went to work right away. A
month later, the place was up to
code and Vandermark opened his
first Juicery in Portsmouth.
After three years, Vandermark decided to buy another
juice bar, Maine Squeeze located in Portland, Maine, as a sister spot to The Juicery after the
owner offered to sell it to him.
Before he knew it, Vandermark
was the owner of two juice bars
in New England.
“I walk in and I was just
looking at the smoothies, and
I think [the owner] knew that I
was checking things out,” Vandermark said. “He blatantly goes,
‘You should buy my juice bar.’”
While
opening
Maine
Squeeze, Vandermark came
across his next big idea: The
Soupery. Walking three blocks
from Maine Squeeze, he found
“the best” soup place, which now

delivers homemade soups to The
Soupery daily.
The Juicery in Durham will
offer a variety of smoothies,
juices, nitro brew coffee, soups,
salads, a “bada**” grilled cheese
and other healthy snacks.
“We’re definitely going to
have truly healthy options, you
know what I mean? You literally
could eat just that and like lose or
maintain your weight,” Vandermark said.
He intends on adding more
options to the menu as the location expands and customers start
to suggest more, or less, of certain products.
“We’re going to start out
slow, see what the need is, what
people want,” Vandermark said.
“If people are like demanding
our made-to-go salads or madefor-here salads, then maybe
we’ll do it, but we’re doing a lot
in this space.”
The Juicery makes all of its

pre-packaged branded food from
their Juicery Kitchen located
in Pease Tradeport. The commercial kitchen, with a small
retail space for people to come
eat lunch in, is open Monday
through Friday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
as the chef Stacy makes fresh
treats.
“Stacy, our chef, she’s awesome,” Vandermark said. “She’s
worked everywhere. She’s a
baker, she’s an herbalist…She’s
really talented.”
Vandermark believes that
smoothies will be the biggest
seller in downtown Durham,
but hopes students come to The
Juicery for more than the healthy
food and beverages.
“Come and hang out. I want
this to be a place that students
come,” he said. “Depending on
how late people want to stay,
we’ll stay open if there’s the
need for it.”

Having a rich, yet bloody history, Bruges offers mystery and intrigue hidden amongst the various
castles and cathedrals, a gem for
any history buff. Yet once the sun
goes down, Bruges’ streets alight
with merriment, as pub-crawlers
and festive tourists offer toast to
one another over a pint of iconic
Belgium ales.
To not fall in love with this
city would be absurd, whether you
drift off into a daydream aided by
the city’s ambience or find yourself with a special someone strolling hand-in-hand through the amber glow of street lamps, Bruges
will romanticize you.
I highly recommend staying
at the famous hostel of St. Christopher’s at Bauhaus.
If you’re planning a crosscountry road trip, I urge you to
stop at Joshua Tree National Park,
located in Southern California.
Spanning from the Mojave Desert

into the Colorado Desert, the park
is named after the iconic Joshua
Trees that sprout up throughout it.
With campgrounds spread
throughout the park, you can camp
out for a week for just a $20 entry
fee. The vastness of the desert is
somewhat overwhelming, but the
beauty of the land is awe-inspiring. The isolation of the area provides amazing stargazing at night,
but make sure you stay warm because the temperatures drop in the
evening.
Many desert critters, from
black-tailed jackrabbits to southwestern speckled rattlesnakes, can
be seen scurrying about the park
throughout the day and night. Every nook and cranny can provide
a surprise here, so a feel for adventure and common sense is all
you need to enjoy a safe and fun
excursion.
The Joshua Tree National
Park is really a must-see on a

cross-country road trip because of
the enormous rock formations that
tower above all. An endless playground for hikers, explorers and
rock climbers, the rock structures
provide challenges for all levels
of adventurers. Whether you just
want to hop around boulders the
size of trucks, or find that special
belay line for an ideal rope climb,
the park is a perfect place for serenity, exploration and natural
wonderment.
If you don’t have the time or
cash for a trip abroad or a crosscountry adventure, try exploring
the vast trail systems of Fort Rock
in Exeter.
More commonly known as
the Henderson-Swasey Town Forest by hikers, it was dubbed Fort
Rock by local mountain bikers
who find thrills and exercise here
by meandering through the woods
and marshlands. The trails offer
challenges for mountain bikers of

all skill levels with smooth trails
that flow with berms and wooden
bridges to highly technical routes
that are abundant with roots and
rocks to test your balance and finesse.
But don’t let the mountain
bikers deter you from exploring Fort Rock on foot. The trail
system is large, and there will be
plenty of time lapses where you
won’t come across another person.
It’s a perfect place to find a sense
of serene solitude, escaping the
bustling business of your responsibilities and priorities.
Prepare for your hike or ride
by studying the trail map, and
provide yourself with enough
time, water and sustenance for a
couple hours of exploration. The
trail system is extensive, and with
intertwining paths and plenty of
interesting landmarks, it is easy to
get lost; but with a little sense of
direction, you should be okay.

Summer travel: abroad, cross-country and at home
By Carlos Martens
Contributing writer

If you’re planning a trip
abroad or seeking an alternative to
the typical tropical vacation, here
are a variety of places that might
fit your fancy:
May I suggest Bruges, a
small city in Belgium that looks as
if it were pulled from the pages of
a fairy tale.
Simply walking the cobbled
streets of Bruges in the shadows of
its medieval architecture is nothing less than magical. Quaint stone
bridges cross canals as swans can
be seen gently floating beneath
them. Towering cathedrals poke
the clouds as they shelter the comfortable outdoor cafés from the
sun. Pubs, taverns and shops line
the old streets, offering a delightful variety of hearty Belgian cuisine, specializing in treats such as
chocolate, waffles, fries and beer.
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By MARK KOBZIK
STAFF WRITER

For those staying in Durham this summer, one question
is certain to come to mind: What
can I do here? While I may not
be the most in-tune with certain
outdoor activities or night-life
outside of Durham, I am staying here for most of the summer,
so out of pure selﬁshness I have
researched and compiled a list
of what I believe to be the best
on-screen entertainment out this
summer. My movie and television show recommendations are
as followed:
“Game of Thrones” - As for
television, my recommendation
isn’t all that surprising if you
happened to have read my latest
article in the Arts section of this
publication, where I reviewed
the latest season premiere. If
you haven’t seen or even heard
of “Game of Thrones,” then I
feel bad for you because it’s a
masterpiece. If you like fantasy
and don’t like realism, this is the
thing for you, and if you like realism rather than fantasy, you’ll
also feel at home because both
are in ample supply. For those
caught up with all ﬁve seasons
(and if you’re like me and really
a nerd, then you’ve read all the
books plus “The World of Ice
and Fire: The Untold History
of Westeros and The Game of
Thrones”), you’re looking forward to what the show producers
have dubbed the best season yet.
“Mr. Robot” - Season two
of “Mr. Robot” will be out this
summer. I highly recommend it
for those seeking a tale of paranoia and thrills in the world of
computer hacking and impending anarchy.
“The Night Manager” - I
am currently watching this series starring Tom Hiddleton and
Hugh Laurie. It’s a rather suave
tale based around a cloak and
dagger plotline.
However, if you’re looking
for laughs, look no further than
HBO’s awesome line-up of comedic options, including: “Real
Time with Bill Maher,” “Silicon
Valley,” “Veep” and “Last Week
Tonight with John Oliver.”
The summer movie season
can either be an endless marathon of Michael Bay CGI explosions or really wow us with a
line-up of superb indie ﬂicks and
even the occasional blockbusters.
“Captain America: Civil
War” – This blockbuster is the
latest installment in the Marvel
franchise, which will probably
never end. What I’m fascinated
about with this one is that it will
focus on the tension between
my two favorite characters in
the Marvel movies: Iron Man
and Captain America. Robert
Downey Jr. is the best thing to
happen to Marvel in a long time,

but Captain is also growing on
me. Ever since “Winter Soldier,”
I have warmed up to a character
I didn’t really like in his debut.
This showdown between two
friends and a whole cast of quipping side characters should make
for an emotional and enthralling
story. Hear that D.C. Comics?
Also coming out will be
“The Nice Guys,” starring Russell Crowe and Ryan Gosling in
what I see as a mix between a
dark comedy and ‘70s noir.
“Star Trek Beyond” – This
movie will be the ﬁrst Star Trek
with this cast where J.J. Abrams
isn’t behind the camera. From
what I saw in the ﬁrst trailer,
it didn’t feel much like “Star
Trek” as it did some “Fast and
Furious” movie. That’s because
Justin Lin, a long time “Fast and
Furious” director, is at the helm.
We’ll ﬁnd out if he succeeded
soon enough.
“Suicide Squad” – This one
should kick some serious butt
this summer because, ﬁnally,
no more good guy protagonists.
Speaking of good guys, the new
X-Men movie looks promising.
If you’re like me and just
can’t resist seeing some movies
while there’s nice weather then
don’t waste your time on crap,
like the new ninja turtles movie
or the sequel to “Neighbors.”
I like Seth Rogen, but I didn’t
laugh once during “Neighbors.”
I doubt I will at its sequel. Sequels are usually unneeded and
they’re especially annoying
when the ﬁrst movie was total
garbage. Don’t waste your wellearned money.
“Jason Bourne” – The new
Jason Bourne ﬂick starring Matt
Damon is up next. I’ve seen the
ﬁrst three movies a million times
and while I think “The Bourne
Ultimatum” kind of ended the
story line, I can’t wait to see
what director Paul Greengrass
has going with the new one.
“The Free State of Jones”
– A continuation of Matthew
McConaughey’s so-called “McConassaince,” is “The Free State
of Jones,” which follows the true
story of Newton Knight as he
rebels against the Confederacy
during the Civil War.
“The Inﬁltrator” – This one
stars the most bada** of them all,
Bryan Cranston. The “Breaking
Bad” star will be on the other side
of the law this go around, as he’s
no longer the drug kingpin featured in the hit AMC show. Now
he will be taking down a real life
Heisenberg type: Pablo Escobar.
Now, you’re probably wondering how to see these movies
without a car, right? Take a bus to
the local Regal Cinemas in Newington.
For a schedule of indie ﬁlms
and other cool events, check out
the Portsmouth Music Hall’s
website.
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2016 Spring Sale
Whittemore Center
Friday August 26
Saturday august 27
Sunday August 28
Before you buy all your dorm and apt items,
Come check out what we have to offer!
Furniture, kitchen items, rugs, fridges, Microwaves.
So many items! Great prices!
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STADIUM

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
has been really really impressed with what it looks like
and the way things are coming
together,” Metcalf said. “I think
that will be no different once we
put all the fans in there [in September].”
Metcalf also admitted that
through the years Cowell Stadium
was not one of the best stadiums
that the Football Championship
Subdivison (FCS) had to offer.
But with the anticipation of a $25
million complex, he believes the
team will be bestowed a high-caliber football stadium that is rightfully deserved given their performance level.
“For a football program that
is as good as ours, to have so
much success in such a poor facility is really a testament to our
team and our coaching staff,”
Metcalf said. “To give them an
appropriate venue for the quality
of our team; to have a more ap-

WERNIG

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
he was in high school, and
then I have an older sister, she’s
four years older than me. I’ve
always looked up to her and I
wanted to do what she did,” Wernig said on how she got involved
in track at a young age.
Wernig wasn’t sure if a big
school was for her, but after attending a throwing clinic hosted
by UNH one summer to help with
her discus throws, she met volunteer coach George Liset. Wernig
saw great improvements the following years in her throws and

The New Hampshire

propriate quality to our stadium is
just long long overdue.”
The Wildcats will play the
first home game in the new stadium on Sept. 10 against the College of Holy Cross. As the season
and opening day draws closer,
there is one goal: create and enjoy
a first-class facility.
“I think the [University of
New Hampshire] tries to do things
first class when they do renovations,” Metcalf said. “If you look
down at any campus building, the
rec center, it’s the same with the
stadium. When we started into
this project we did not want to do
something that was not appropriate for this campus and I like to
think we are going to build quality
facilities all over campus.”

Done reading?
PLEASE DO YOUR PART
RECYCLE ME

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

The UNH football team holds a practice on the turf during construction of the new football stadium.
knew what she wanted.
“Ever since I went to that
camp he’s helped me so much.
He’s kind of coached me since
then so I knew that I would get
that kind of coaching here. I knew
that I wanted to do track throughout the whole year,” Wernig said.
A notable aspect of Wernig’s
success involves her family and
her coach George Liset.
“Well I think it was a great
accomplishment primarily because it was a great record, and
it had been there 30 years and I
had coached the girl who had the
record before,” Liset said.
Aside from coaching the
previous record-holder, Liset
even coached Wernig’s father at
one point. “She’s worked hard.

I actually coached her dad when
he was here so that makes it very
special,” She said.
Wernig
displays
great
knowledge of the sport she participates in, and she enjoys all the
perks that can come with it.
“I like how it’s more of a
friendly sport,” Wernig said on
what she loves about the sport.
“It’s nice to have a friendly camaraderie between teams, at least
for throws. I don’t know how
much talking you can do at a
starting block but we have a lot of
waiting around time at the throwing circle.”
Aside from the good nature
of the sport, her favorite moment
comes from within the circle.

“Throwing the discus, if you
have a good throw and know instantly. It looks pretty, it feels
great; it’s just one of the greatest moments because you work
hard for so long and then it clicks
at the competitions at the right
time,” she said.
With the conference meet
right around the corner, Wernig
hasn’t had time to nail down new
goals, but she does know she
wants to do as well as possible.
“I’m currently ranked first
in conference so I definitely want
to try to do as well as possible at
the conference meet and help the
team out with points. I qualified
for [the New England Championships] so I want to try do well

there again like last year, even
though the competition is a little
stiffer than last year. Everyone is
doing really well so far,” she said.
This probably won’t be the
last time you see the name Wernig in the headlines at UNH.
With all the success Wernig has
had thus far, she knows she made
the right decision to compete for
UNH.
“We have a great program
here and I have benefitted so
much from the great coaching
staff, the athletic training room,
and everything. I’m really glad
I came here and had this experience so far and it’s been great, it’s
only been not even two years,”
she said.
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The Copa America summer soccer preview
It’s that time of the year in
sports where the dreaded doldrums of summer baseball begin
to creep in ever so closely. The
NBA and NHL will soon crown
their respective champions, and
the landscape of sports will start
to run dry. However, there is a
figure in the distance. Is it a mirage? Thankfully no. It’s soccer,
and before all of you American
football fans start to groan, the
good old United States national
team is involved, so you might
want to take an interest.
Starting June 5 and ending June 29, the Copa America
will feature the Western hemisphere’s best national teams.
This year looks like it could be
an interesting one. I am going to
give a brief preview and prediction for each of the groups’ winners and runners-up. I’ll start
with Group A.
Group A is by far the most
competitive group in the entire
cup with USA, Columbia, Costa
Rica and Paraguay making it

up. For the second straight cup,
the USA has been casted into
“The Group of Death”, as it is
so called. But fear not stars and
stripes fans, the USA will advance by the skin of their teeth
to the round of 16 along with
Colombia ahead of them. Group
A is going to be interesting to
watch, but then there is Group B.
Philippe Coutinho and
Givanildo Vieira de Sousa, aka
“Hulk” are two of the big names
that make up the Brazilian national team. They will have to
face Ecuador, Peru and Haiti.
It’s safe to say they will advance
with a perfect 3-0-0 record. As
for the second place team, it is
really a toss-up between Peru
and Ecuador.
Ecuador boasts a more lethal attacking force with Antonio
Valencia headlining the midfield
and Enner Valencia at winger,
but Peru has the ability to hold
it down defensively. With that,
I am going with Peru because
0-0 draw is better than 3-3 draw

Let’s make it clare

Daniel Clare
when goal difference comes into
play.
Group C is a two-horse race
between Uruguay and Mexico
with each team sporting its own
star at striker. Uruguay is led by
one of the best strikers in the
world, Luis Suárez. Mexico is
led by a surprising comeback
player, Javier “Chicharito”
Hernández. However, Uruguay
presents a better defense with
Diego Godín and Alvaro Pereira
holding down the center-back
positions. Uruguay will finish

first with Mexico not far behind
them.
Group D is much like Group
B where it is really a one team
race. An Argentina squad, led by
Lionel Messi, will have to face
the likes of Chile, Bolivia and
Panama. Chile, with the dazzling
Alexis Sánchez, is the only team
that will give Argentina trouble
with a possible tie between the
two. Most likely, Argentina will
win the group unscathed with
Chile behind them at a distant
second.
This year’s Copa America
has a lot of questions leading up
to it. Will Argentina and Brazil
avenge their defeats at the hands
of Germany in the finals matchup? Can the U.S. prove to the
powers of South America that
they are for real? Who will be
the dark horse that disrupts the
entire thing? Those questions
will be answered come June. It’s
better than watching a mid-June
matchup between the Red Sox
and Twins in my opinion.

Dan is a junior majoring in
English/journalism. For more
sports takes from Daniel, be sure
to follow him on Twitter @DanielEliasNH or tune into 91.3 FM
WUNH Durham to hear Daniel’s
takes on “Wildchats.”

Putting out
twice a week.
since 1911.

FIELD HOCKEY/MEN’S HOCKEY

Hockey teams face off for Friends of Jaclyn
By SAM ROGERS
Staff writer

On Wednesday, the UNH
men’s hockey team traded in
their skates and helmets for field
hockey sticks as they battled the
field hockey team in the second
annual “Turf ‘Cats vs. Ice ‘Cats”
game at 4 p.m. The two teams
combined their efforts to raise
money for the Friends of Jaclyn
Foundation. Although the main
goal was accomplished, the Turf
‘Cats were determined to take revenge after losing to the Ice ‘Cats
last year.
The Friends of Jaclyn Foundation was created in 2005 by the
Murphy family. Their daughter,
Jaclyn, was diagnosed with medulloblastoma, a malignant brain
tumor, in 2004. She was named
an honorary team member to a
local NCAA lacrosse team. That
team went undefeated and won
the national championship.
Jaclyn’s wish was for every sick child to find a team that
showed them love, support and
friendship.
Since then the foundation
has created a mission statement regarding their objectives.
According to the foundation’s
website, “The Friends of Jaclyn
Foundation aims to improve the
quality of life for children battling pediatric brain tumors and
other childhood cancers by pairing them with local high school
and other college sports teams,”
according to the website.
Starting with only one
school in 2005, the foundation
has grown to be involved with
620 college and high school
teams domestically and internationally. The UNH field hockey
and men’s ice hockey teams are
few of the teams contributing to
this great cause.
“Friends of Jaclyn is a great

organization so we were excited to come together and raise
money and raise awareness for a
great cause,” field hockey senior
Chandler Giese said.
Head coaches Robin Balducci and Dick Umile, some of
the most decorated coaches in
UNH history, squared off for
some friendly competition at Memorial Field. The two great competitors rarely take games easy,
but they knew they were coming
together for a good cause.
“We’re a close family atmosphere here at UNH and so any

of these types of events are really
a lot of fun for the athletes and
really everyone involved,” field
hockey head coach Robin Balducci said.
The friendly vibe didn’t stop
the teams from competing, and it
didn’t stop fans from showing
their support of the teams as well
as the charity. Luckily, the men’s
hockey team had a practice session before the game to get acquainted with the AstroTurf
and the bouncing white ball, as
opposed to a hockey puck. The
practice seemed to pay off as the

charity game turned into an intense match.
The Ice ‘Cats stormed out
of the gate and took a quick 1-0
lead, but the Turf ‘Cats tied the
score before halftime. After a
well played and hard fought second half, history was made. For
the first time in UNH field hockey history, an official shootout
was held. Both teams were tied
at one at the end of regulation
and they turned to a shootout to
determine the winner.
Kelsey Rudert stood tall in
goal as she led the Turf ‘Cats to

their first win over the Ice ‘Cats
in their second showdown in history.
“It was pretty nerve racking,
but it was fun. It was cool that it
happened,” Rudert said.
“We got redemption from
last year so that’s always a plus,”
Giese said.
Only one team could be
crowned the winner, but beneficiaries of the Friends of Jaclyn
Foundation were tha real winners
of the event.
For more information, visit
unhwildcats.com.
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The Ice ‘Cats celebrate after a goal was scored in Wednesday’s game. Both teams played to benefit the Friends of Jaclyn Foundation.
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SUMMER ISSUE

Despite preseason 50001 odds, Leicester City
won their first Premier
League title in club history Monday after Tottenham drew Chelsea, 2-2.
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TRACK AND FIELD

Throw it up, throw it up
By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS
Sophomore Emily Wernig prepares for her throw in the hammer throw event at a home meet earlier this season.

Call it the spring cleaning
of the record books. UNH had
yet another long-standing record
broken this semester by standout
sophomore thrower Emily Wernig. Wernig’s discus throw of
145 feet 10 inches shattered the
old record of 144-7 that stood for
an impressive 27 years by Carol
Weston.
Wernig, who is approaching
the end of her sophomore year,
has been impressing the team
since her freshman year. Finishing fifth at both the America East
Championships and New England
Championships last season, she
has developed even further into
an elite thrower.
Growing up in the New
Hampshire lakes region and attending Gilford High School,
Wernig knew she wanted to do
track since she was in elementary
school.
“Well my dad threw when
WERNIG
continued on Page 18

FOOTBALL

Wildcat Stadium preps for summer construction
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR

As the semester winds down, students are making preparations to leave campus for the summer.
When the students return, the campus, particularly
the football venue, will have a completely different
look.
Over the past year construction of the new
UNH football venue Wildcat Stadium has been an
ongoing project. The project kicked off in April
2015 and has been making monumental progress
toward a state-of-the-art facility that is scheduled to
be ready come August 2016.
“We’ve got it right,” UNH deputy athletic director Steve Metcalf said. “The seating and sightlines are fabulous...I would say in every category
we have exceeded our expectations.”
Beginning in May, around the end of finals
week here at UNH, plans have been put in place
to finish the seating arrangements of the stadium’s
west side within the current month. Soon after that,
the construction team will get to work on building
what Metcalf calls “a visual milestone,” as a brand
new video board will be built and installed into the
new stadium. That assignment is looking to be finished by the end of June. From there, the crew will
put the finishing touches on the indoor facilities so
the stadium will be ready to go come summers end.
With all the work that has been put into this
project over the last year, and the work that remains
to be done moving forward, one thing remains certain: everyone is excited to see the finished product.
“Everyone that [has] gone up into the stadium
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Ongoing
construction
of
the
new
press
box
and
the
Service
Credit
Union
Victory
Club seating area.
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